
Charlie – Year 5 

The Evil Shoe 
 
"Mum!" "What's the odd looking, blue shoe?" I yelled, mum comes rushing down the stairs "I 
don't know, but you probably shouldn't touch it, it might have athletes foot," mum replied as she 
walks back into the house. I sneakily take it inside without mum seeing so I can find out what it is 
as it's not a brand that I know. I quickly slip on the shoe and walk around realising that I was 
super fast and could jump really high! I jump around yelling "mum this shoe is amazing!" but 
before I could finish my sentence the shoe sucks me into another dimension! 

I scream realising the shoe was a trick as I find myself in a huge dark cave with no exit in sight. I 
suddenly see a note written on the cave wall wich says the only exit is with a key get to the end 
and you will be free. With no turning back I start to traverse through the cave as I see a swarm of 
poisonous bats flying around right infront of me. The bats soon see me and immediatly chase 
after me. I scream for my life as I run away and soon find a two tunnels I can go through so I 
decide to go in the right one. I stop and look back and realise there was no more bats, I feel 
relieved. 

I soon travel forwads to see a key, I quickly walk toward it but right before I get there, rocks fall 
down right in front of me blocking me from getting the the key! I try to figure out a way to get the 
key and remember that there was another tunnel so I quickly run out the tunnel and go straight to 
the left tunnel as i see the bats are still in the left tunnel aswell as a pickaxe! 

I quietly tip toe towards the pickaxe and grab it. Right as i grab the pickaxe, the bats notice and 
start to chase after me again! I quickly run straight to the right tunnel and destroy the rocks with 
the pickaxe as fast as I can and grab the key. I then realise that the locked door is all the way at 
the start, so I run towards the door and quickly open it and go through the door. I get launched 
out of the shoe and see my mum crying infront of me. I say "mum i'm back!" My mum's face 
quickly lights up with happiness and tells me let's throw that horrible shoe away! The end. 

 


